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Docket No.: 50-482

Mr. Glen L. Koester 2 2 APR 1986
Vice President - Nuclear
Kansas Gas & Electric Company
201 North Market Itreet
Post Office Box 208
Wichita, Kansas 27201

Dear Mr. Koester:

Subject: Request for Additional Information NUREG-0737, Item II.D.1
Performance Testing of Relief and Safety Valves

The staff is continuing its review of the submittals made in your behalf by

SNUPPS on April 29, 1982, July 1, 1982, October 20, 1982, and January 7,1983.

To permit us to continue our review on our current schedule we require that

the enclosed information be provided by June 30, 1986.

Sincerely,b
\

Paul O'Connor, Project Penager
PWR Project Directorate #4
Division of PWR Licensing-A

Encisoures: As stated

cc: See next page
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Mr. Glenn L. Koester Wolf Creek Generating Station
Kansas Gas and Electric Company Unit No. I-

cc:
Mr. Nicholas A. Petrick C. Edward Peterson, Esq.'

Executive Director, SNUPPS Legal Division
5 Choke Cherry Road Kansas Corporation Comission
Rockville, Maryland 20850 State Office Building, Fourth Floor'

Topeka, Kansas 66612 ,

Jay Silberg, Esq.
Shaw, Pittman, Potts & Trowbridge Regional Administrator, Region IV
1800 M Street, NW U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission
Washington, D.C. 20036 Office of Executive Director

4 for Operations
Mr. Donald T. McPnee 611 Ryan Plaza Drive, Suite 1000
Vice President - Production Arlington, Texas 76011
Kansas City Power & Light Company
1330 Baltimore Avenue Mr. Allan Mee
Kansas City, Missouri 64141 Project Coordinator

Kansas Electric Power Cooperative,Inc.
Chris R. Rogers, P.E. P. O. Box 4877
Manager, Electric Department Gage Center Station
Public Service Comission Topeka, Kansas 66604
P. O. Box 360
Jefferson City, Missouri 65102 Resident Inspector / Wolf Creek NPS

c/o U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission
Regional Administrator, Region III P. O. Box 311
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission Burlington, Kansas 66893
799 Roosevelt Road
Glen Ellyn,~ Illinois 60137 Mr. Robert M. Fillmore

State Coporation Comission
Brian P. Cassidy, Regional Counsel State of Kansas

*

Federal Emergency Management Agency Fourth Flcor, State Office Building
Region I
J. W. McConnack P0CH

. Topeka, Kansas 66612

Boston, Massachusetts 02109 Senior Resident Inspector / Wolf Creek NPS
c/o U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission

Terri Sculley, Director P. O. Box 311
Special Projects Division Burlington, Kansas 66839
Kansas Corporation Commission
State Office Building, Fourth Floor
Topeka, Kansas 66612

Mr. Gerald Allen
Public Health Physicist
Bureau of Air Quality & Radiation

Control
Division of Environment

Kansas Department of Health
and Environment

Forbes Field Building 321
Topeka, Kansas 66620

.
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REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

-
,

NOREG-0737 ITEM II.D.1 \

FOR

WOLF CREEK , -

DOCKET NO.: 50-482
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QUESTIONS RELATED TO THE SELECTION OF TRANSIENTS
-

AND VALVE INLET AND DOWNSTREAM CONDITIONS
-

1. In valve operability discussions on cold overpressurization
transients, the submittal only identifies conditions for water
discharge transients. According to the Westinghouse valve i let fluid
co7ditions report, however, the PORVs are expected to operate over a
range of steam, steam-water, and water conditions because of the
potential presence of a steam bubble in the pressurizer and water
solid operations. To assure that the PORVs operate for all cold
overpressure events, discuss the range of fluid conditions expected
for the expected types of fluid discharge and identify the test data
that demonstrate operability for these cases. Since no low pressure,

steam tests were performed for the PORVs, confirm that the high
pressure steam tests demonstrate operability for the low pressure
steam case for both opening and closing of the PORVs.

G

2. Results for the EPRI tests on the Crosby safety valves indicate that
the test blowdowns exceeded the design value of 5% for both "as
installed" and " lowered" ring settings. If the blowdowns expected for

;

Wolf Creek also exceed 5%, the higher blowdowns could cause a rise in

~ pressurizer water level such that water may reach the safety valve

inlet line and result in a steam-water flow situation. Also the
pressure might be sufficiently decreased such that adequate cooling
might not be achieved for decay heat removal. Discuss these

consequences of higher blowdowns if increased blowdowns are expected.

3. The plant specific submittal stated that the loop seal is to be
insulated to bring the valve inlet loop seal temperature to 300*F.
EPRI Tests 1415 and 1419 tested the Crosby 6M6 valve with loop seal
inlet temperatures of 290*F and 350'F respectively. Test 1415
demonstrated the valve fluttered or chattered during loop seal
discharge, opened on steam and stabilized, and closed smoothly.

|Test 1419 performed similarly with the exception that the test was '

terminated after observing valve chatter during closure. Discuss the

1
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analysis performed to estimate the valve inlet temperature. Confirm-

! that the loop seal temperature presented in the submittal is-

representative of Test 1415 and that the phenomena observed'for
Test 1419 is not applicable to Wolf Creek. Will field measurement of
the loop seal temperature be performed to verify the analys1s? If so,

, ,

provide field measurements when available.

4. The plant specific submittal identifies the Westinghouse Inlet Fluid
Conditions Report which provides the bounding inlet fluid conditions
for a reference 4-loop plant. However, backpressure at the valve
discharge was not provided. Since backpressure affects valve
performance, provide the expected Wolf Creek backpressure. Identify

the EPRI tests applicable to the Wolf Creek safety valves which are
representative of the expected inlet conditions.
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QUESTIONS RELATED TO VALVE OPERABILITY
,

5. The EPRI Inlet Fluid Justification Report suggested a method for
demonstrating safety valve stability. This method compares the total
inlet piping pressure drop for the in plant safety valves amp piping
to the applicable EPRI test safety valve and piping combinations. The
total inlet piping pressure drop is composed of a frictional and
acoustic wave component evaluated under steam conditions. The Wolf

Creek plant submittal did not provide pressure drop calculations or
any other methods to demonstrate safety valve stability. Provide the
necessary documentation and discussion demonstrating stability for the
Wolf Creek plant safety valves at the expected inlet conditions, ring
settings and inlet piping configuration.

!-

,

6. The Westinghouse Inlet Fluid Conditions Report stated that liquid flow I

could exist through the PORV for the FSAR feedline break event and the
G

extended high pressure injection event. Liquid PORV flow is also
predicted for the cold over pressurization event. These same flow

conditions will also exist for the PORV block valve. The
EPRI/ Marshall Block Valve Report did not test the block valves with
fluid media other than steam. The Westinghouse Gate Valve Closure
Testing Program did include tests with water, however, the information.

presented in the report did not provide specific test results. Since
it is conceivable that the PORV block valve could be expected to
operate with liquid flows, discuss PORV block valve operability with i

expected liquid flow conditions and provide specific test data.

7. Bending moments are induced on the safety valves and PORVs during the
time they are required to operate because of discharge loads and
thermal expansion of the pressurizer tank and inlet piping. Make a
comparison between the predicted plant moments with the moments

applied to the tested valves to demonstrate that the operability of'

ithe valves will not be impaired.

3
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8. The Westinghouse Valve Inlet Fluid Conditions Report states that
liquid discharge could be expected through the safety valves for both'

the feedline break and extended high pressure injection events. The
EPRI 6M6 test-safety valve experienced some chatter and flutter while
discharging liquid at certain ring settings. Testing was te,rminated
after. observing chattering to minimize valve damage. Inspection
revealed some valve damage which was presumably caused by the valve

chatter and flutter. Liquid discharge for Wolf Creek may conceivably
occur for longer periods of time than the EPRI testing. Thus, longer
periods of valve chattering may cause severe valve damage. Discuss
the implications this may have on operability and reliability of the
Wolf Creek safety valves. Identify any actions that will be taken to

'

inspect for valve damage following safety valve lift events.

9. NUREG-0737 ITEM II.D.1 required that the plant-specific PORV control
circuitry be qualified for design-basis transients and accidents.

'

Please provide information which demonstrates that this requirement
has been fulfilled.

10. The Wolf Creek plant safety valves are Crosby 6M6 and were tested by
EpRI. EPRI testing of the 6M6 was performed at various ring
settings. The submittal did not provide details discussing the-

applicable EPRI tests which demonstrates the operability of the plant
safety valves. The submittal did not provide the present Wolf Creek
safety valve ring settings. If the plant current ring settings were
not used in the EPRI tests, the results may not be directly applicable
to the Wolf Creek sefety valves. Identify the Wolf Creek safety valve
ring settings. If the plant specific ring settings were not tested by
EPRI, explain how the expected values for flow capacity, blowdown, and
the resulting back pressure corresponding to the plant specific ring
settings were extrapolated or calculated from the EPRI test data.
Identify these values so determined and evaluate the effect's of these
values on the behavicr of the safety valves. Identify the applicable
EPRI tests representative of these ring settings.

.
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11. The Westinghouse 3GM88 EPRI test valve with a Limitorque SB-00-15
actuator successfully apened and closed on command only aftse the

torque switch was set to the maximum of 3.75 plus. The plant specific
submittal stated that Westinghouse modified the 3GM88 block valve at
Wolf Creek to provide sufficient closing thrust. The details of the
block valve modification were not provided. Provide a discussion of
the modification to the 3GM88 block valve and the torque switch
setting.

12. The Westinghouse WCAP-10105 report states that for the feedwater line

break and extended high pressure injection events, liquid discharge ;

only occurs after the pressurizer is liquid filled such that water
reaches the safety yalve inlets. The length of time to fill the
pressurizer is plant dependent and varies from 20 min to 6 hr.
Estimate the time to fill the Wolf Creek pressurizer based on the

6' worst case of the two events. Since the safety valves were originally
specified and designed for steam service only, discuss the effects of
liquid discharge on valve operability. Provide a discussion

;

addressing the pressurizer fill time and if there is sufficient time
for the operators to take corrective action to prevent liquid

,

discharge through the safety valves for these events.
.
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QUESTIONS RELATED TO THE THERMAL-HYORAULIC ANALYSIS

OF THE INLET AND DISCHARGE PIPING j,,

I
13. The submittal states that a thermal-hydraulic analysis of the

safety /PORV valve piping system has been conducted. To allow for a
more complete evaluation of the methods used and the results obtained

from the structural analysis, please provide, reports containing at
least the following information:

(a) Evidence that the analysis was performed on the fluid transient
cases producing the maximum loading on the safety /PORV piping
system. The cases should bound all steam, steam to water, and
water flow transient conditions for the safety and PORV valves.

(b) Identification of important parameters used in the thermal
g, hydraulic analysis and rationale for their selection. These

include peak pressure and pressurization rate, valve opening
time, fluid conditions at valve opening, time step, and valve
flow area.

(c) A sketch of the thermal hydraulic model showing the size and
. number of fluid control volumes.,

.
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QUESTIONS RELATED TO THE STRUCTURAL
l'
| ANALYSIS OF THE INLET AND DISCHARGE PIPING

14. The submittal states that a structural analysis of the safety /PORV |
valve piping system has been conducted. To allow for a comp,lete1

evaluation of the methods used and the results obtained from the
structural analysis, please provide reports containing at least the ;

following information:

(a) An evaluation of the results of the piping support analyses
including identification of overstressed locations and a '

description of modifications if any.
j

)
(b) Identification of important parameters used in the structural !

analysis and the rationale for their selection. These include
node spacing, time step, damping, and cutoff frequency. (

!

!

(c) A sketch of the structural model showing lumped mass locations, !
pipe sizes, and application points of fluid forces.

4

15. According to results of EPRI tests, high frequency pressure
. oscillations of 170-260 Hz typically occur in the piping upstream of !

!the safety valve while loop seal water passes through the valve. An
,

*

evaluation of this phenomenon is documented in the Westinghouse report
WCAP 10105 and states that the acoustic pressures occurring prior to '

and during safety valve discharge are below the maximum permissible
;

pressure. The study discussed in the Westinghouse report determined
the maximum permissible pressure for the inlet piping and established I

the maximum allowable bending moments for Level C Service Condition in

the inlet piping based on the maximum transient pressure measured or
calculated. Provide the peak pressures expected at Wolf Creek and a

comparison to the pressure allowed in WCAP 10105. The presture i

oscillations could potentially excite high frequency vibration modes
in the piping, creating bending moments in the inlet piping that I
should be combined with moments from other appropriate mechanical !

loads. Provide one of the following: (1) a comparison of the
|
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expected peak pressures and bending moments with the allowable values=

reported in the WCAP report or (2) .fustification for other a,lternate-

allowable pressure and bending moments with a similar comparison with
peak pressures and moments induced in the plant piping.
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